
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Par la présente, le club de sauvetage sportif 

CASO est fier de vous faire parvenir sa 3ième 

invitation provinciale à une compétition de sauvetage 

sportif SENIOR! 

 

Hereby, CASO lifesaving and lifeguarding club is 

proud to invite you to the 3
rd
 Senior provincial 

lifeguarding competition! 

 

Lors de cet événement, les compétiteurs se 

rappelleront leurs plus terrifants… 

 

Throughout the event, competitors will remember 

their most terrifying…  

  

 



Horaire de la compétition / Competition Schedule : 

 
07h00 : Inscription 

07h00 : Registration 

07h45 : Rencontre des capitaines et fermeture des salles d’isolement 

07h45 : Captain’s meeting and lock-ups closure 

08h00 : Épreuve premiers soins POOL A / Épreuves physiques POOL B 

08h00 : First aid event POOL A / Physical relays POOL B 

09h45  : Épreuve premiers soins POOL B / Épreuves physiques POOL A 

09h45 : First aid event POOL B / Physical relays POOL A 

11h30 : Épreuve priorité 

11h30 : Priority assessment  

13h30 : Surveillance 

13h30 : Water Rescue 

18h00 : Remise des résultats 

18h00 : Results 

 

 

 

Pondération des épreuves / Points allocation 

 

 
Lancer de la corde / Line throw ........ 5% 

Relais mannequin / Manikin relay .... 5% 

Relais Medley / Medley relay ............ 5% 

Priorité / Priority assessment ........... 20% 

Premiers soins / First aid ................. 30% 

Surveillance / Water rescue ............. 35% 

 

 

Modalités d’inscription : 

 
Le coût d’inscription est de 80,00$ par équipe, payable sur place en argent comptant ou par chèque à 

l’ordre de « CASO ». 

 

Veuillez confirmer votre inscription (nom d’équipe, noms des compétiteurs et club de sauvetage) à 

Yannick Trudeau à l’adresse courriel suivante : tigron8@hotmail.ca et ce au plus tard le samedi 8 mars 

2014.  

mailto:tigron8@hotmail.ca


About registration : 
 

Registration fees are 80,00$ per team, paid on site, cash or by check to « CASO ». 

 

Please confirm your registration to Yannick Trudeau (team name, competitor’s names and lifeguarding 

club) at tigron8@hotmail.ca before Saturday, March 8
th

, 2014. (Teams from Ontario have to send us 

their registrations as soon as possible. If there are teams from Ontario, we’ll do our best to find 

bilingual judges). 

 

Lieu de la compétition / Competition site : 
 

 

 

Piscine Gadbois 
5485 chemin de la Côte-Saint-Paul 

Montréal, Québec 
H4C 1X3 

 

 

 

Autres informations pertinentes : 
 

L’accréditation de compétiteur en sauvetage de la Société de sauvetage pour la saison 2013-2014 

est obligatoire. Nous procéderons aux vérifications le matin même.  

 

Les règlements qui seront en vigueur pour cette compétition seront ceux du manuel de 

règlements des compétitions de sauvetage sportif en piscine (Édition 2012). 

 

La pige pour l’ordre de passage sera effectuée la semaine précédant la compétition et l’ordre sera 

remis aux équipes la veille. 

 

Finalement, nous tenons à remercier tout particulièrement l’arrondissement Sud-Ouest de la ville 

de Montréal qui a accepté d’accueillir cette compétition dans leur installation, Distribusoins pour 

leur commandite en matériel de premiers soins ainsi que l’entreprise AQUAM spécialiste 

aquatique inc. aussi pour leur commandite et leur collaboration dans la réalisation de cette 

compétition d’envergure. 

 

Pour toutes autres questions concernant la présente invitation, n’hésitez pas à communiquer avec 

Yannick Trudeau à l’adresse courriel suivante : tigron8@hotmail.ca. 

 

Bonne compétition! 

Le club de sauvetage sportif CASO

mailto:tigron8@hotmail.ca
mailto:tigron8@hotmail.ca


 

More important informations : 
 

 

2013-2014 Lifesaving society accreditations are required. 

 

Rules for this sanctionned competition are same as for Quebec championships, following the 

« Manuel de règlements des compétitions de sauvetage sportif en piscine (Édition 2012). » 

 

The draw for the execution order of the 

technical events will be done a week before 

the competition, and will be sent to teams 

the day before. 

 

English competitors are allowed, but we 

can’t guarantee that all judges will 

understand English perfectly. The sooner 

you get registered, the better we can 

organize ourselves accordingly. 

 

Finally, we want to especially thank the “Sud-Ouest” borough of the city of Montreal who 

accepted to host this competition, Distribusoins for their sponsorship in first aid equipment and 

AQUAM aquatic specialist inc. also for their sponsorship and cooperation in achieving this 

major competition. 

 

If you have any questions about this invitation, do not hesitate to contact Yannick Trudeau at 

tigron8@hotmail.ca .       

  

Have a nice competition! 

CASO lifesaving and lifeguarding club 

mailto:tigron8@hotmail.ca


 

 

 

Preparation file for 

QUEBEC LIFEGUARDING 

 

 

 

Presented to 

All lifeguarding competitors who plan to compete in Quebec 

 

 

Written by : 

Yannick Trudeau 

Pool lifesaving and lifeguarding competitor 

Head coach of Club aquatique du Sud-Ouest 

 

  

 

 

 
Note : This document is an initiative of  CASO lifesaving and lifeguarding club, and 

has no official value. This isn’t a Lifesaving Society document.  
  



Introduction 
 
Canadian lifeguarding’s rules and sheets are really different from Quebec’s, but the 
principal objective’s the same: having fun while doing lifeguarding. That’s the reason 
why we decided to prepare this document to give every team all the information they 
need to understand rules and scoring sheets that we use here, in Quebec. We hope it’ll 
help for your preparation and maybe will convince competitors to try our competition. 
 
Scoring sheets – Water rescue and First aid events 
 
First of all, there’s no “3 points” possibility on our score sheets, but there’s much more 
lines of evaluation. On each line, you can get 0, 1 or 2 points. 2 points can be hard to get, 
and you can get a 0 if the judge didn’t like how you did it.  
 
The scoring sheet is divided in a similar way to Ontario’s: there’s a “Primary 
assessment”, a “Treatments” and a “Victim management and communication” section for 
all the victims. In addition, there’s a “secondary assessment” and a “verbal report” for the 
major victims. 
 
Note that in Quebec, questions about allergies, medical past, medical bracelet, and last 
meal are part of the primary exam, so you need to do it for minor and major victims. (See 
WR and FA scoring sheets). 
 
Verbal report questions are asked at the end of the event. Don’t forget to find your judge 
to get your points at the end. 
 
You need to mention all the information when you call 9-1-1 (Location, address, phone 
number). These informations can be available on site, on an emergency plan near the cell 
phone or be mentioned during the briefing: be ready to take notes. 
 
In Quebec, most first aid events include at least one “multitrauma” victim. (Called 
“polytraumatisée”) This victim can have many injuries to treat. For example, the same 
victim can have head injury, nose bleeding, hypothermia and an open fracture to the leg. 
It’s a good idea to be prepared to treat this type of victim for first aid and to be careful 
during your secondary assessment. Teams usually assign one lifeguard to this victim for 
most of the situation. 
 
Oxygen is the only treatment that can be simulated, unless an actual tank is available on 
the sit (that would be mentioned in the briefing or during captain’s meeting). 
 
Finally, please note that ALL victims could potentially lose conscience and/or stop 
breathing. CPR must absolutely be performed until the end of the sit (First Aid) or the 
end of the victim’s defined time (Water Rescue). 
 
 
 



Penalties 
 
Every judge can give a penalty if you do any unsafe behaviour for you (10%) or any fault 
that can worsen the condition of the victim (20%). The penalty is applied on all the score 
sheet. 
 
Water Rescue information 
 
At the beginning, first whistle means that you have 30 seconds (if the pool is a 25 meters) 
or 60 seconds (if the pool is a 50 meters) to get ready. During this time, you can take 
place on the pool. The event starts at the second whistle.  
 
You can have public relations to do (sometimes coming to you, sometimes can be just 
someone who does not comply with rules.) See PR score sheet for more details. 
 
Pool is suppose to be cleared if there’s no lifeguard watching the pool, and partially 
cleared if there’s only one guard watching. The overall judge show a red flag for a pool 
cleared and a yellow flag for a pool partially cleared (you should not expect that people 
actually leave the pool and you can’t prevent a situation by an evacuation).  
 
In Quebec, you can have 2 types of water rescue: defined time or continuous time. This 
information will be mentioned during the briefing. Continuous time is the same as in 
Ontario. When the victim starts to simulate, the victim stays until the end. Defined time 
means that every victim has a start time and a stop time. When the time for the victim is 
over, judge will say “STOP”. You can’t get any other points and you can assume that this 
victim is gone; be ready for the next. 
 
Tip: don’t take any action that you would not do at work (running on the deck, diving in 
shallow end, throwing objects…) You could easily get a penalty on your overall sheet 
AND on victims sheets. 
 
Priority assessment 
 
For priority assessment, we use the same scoring sheets, but times are different. The 
event is only 1:30 in a 25 meters pool. You can see how we get point about time just 
below. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

RECOGNITION/ASSESSMENT –  
CIRCLE ONE (Max 10)  
Recognition and direct response within: 
0-15 seconds 10 

16-30 seconds 6 

31-60 seconds 3 

61-90 seconds 1 

Not attempted 0 



Maintain temperature of the body. If the victim is cold, warm it and vice versa
Use of oxygen
Position of greatest comfort and rest of the victim
Vitals and injuries monitored throughout
Appropriate response to changes in condition

Slowly lengthen the muscle fibres
Gently massage along the length of the muscle
Move to a cool spot out of the hot environment and remove excess clothing.
Give the victim cool water to drink.
Stretch the cramp.
Advise the victim to eat foods that will help restore normal body salt.
Treat the cause of the shock
Reassure the victim.
Loosen tight clothing.
Ask the victim to not move the injured part.
Immobiliser la partie blessée.
Ice the injured part for 10-15 minutes and avoid placing ice directly against skin.
Advise victim to seek medical attention
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
Gently clean affected area with soap and water
Apply pressure to the wound immediately and apply a sterile dressing bandage as soon as possible.
Rest the affected body part.
Advise victim to seek medical attention
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
Stabilize the object to prevent further damage.
Control bleeding by applying pressure around the object.
Advise victim to seek medical attention
Qualité et efficacité du bandage (voir annexe).
Watch for chest pain or other signs of heart attack or more serious medical problems
Reassure and try to calm victim
Monitor breathing (ask to breath slowly or pursed-lip)
Remove the victim to a dry, sheltered place
Handle gently (avoid jolting or rough handling)
If possible, remove wet clothing and dry victim.
Warm the victim's body by giving warm beverages if the victim is alert and by applying heat packs to head, neck and trunk
Maintain head and shoulders above the surface throughout 
Advise conscious victim to see a doctor if there's any later symptoms of respiratory distress delayed up to 72 hours after the event
Education for prevention (Lifejacket, Deep side, Shallow side, swimming classes, ...).

Heat cramps

Shock
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Minor bleeding
(Wounds)M
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Twist, dislocation and 
fracture

Hyperventilation
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Mild hypothermia
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Muscle cramps 
(overuse)

DNS

Treatments always 
present

Asking for AED is part of the primary exam (unconscious victims only)

The following cases are addressed to all classes, Juniors and Seniors lifeguards competitors
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NOTE: THIS IS NOT A LIFESAVING SOCIETY OFFICIAL DOCUMENT. 
THIS DOCUMENT CANNOT BE USED FOR LIFESAVING SOCIETY CLASSES. 

THIS DOCUMENT IS A PERSONAL INITIATIVE TO HELP ENGLISH COMPETITORS TO PREPARE FOR QUEBEC LIFEGUARDING COMPETITIONS

Minor with asterisk (*) means that the victim can be a major, depending of the circumstances
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Embedded object



Ask the victim if he or she can talk or cough and get permission to help
Start maneuvers when rescuer is in a stable position and the victim comes into severe obstruction

Apply abdominal thrusts or chest thrusts in rapid sequence until the obstruction is relieved.
Explane the possible complications from obstruction or maneuvers
Advise victim to seek medical attention

Ask the victim to breathe through the mouth and clean the nose
Ask victim to not move.
Immobilise head and neck in position found.
Stabilize the victim's body on the ground while keeping the normal axis of the body
Immobilization of spine throughout the maneuvers 
Move the victim on his/her back only if he/she has no effective breathing in position found
Apply direct pressure to the wound and apply a sterile dressing and bandage as soon as possible.
Rest the affected body part and reassure the victim.
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
Remove the victim to a dry, sheltered place
Handle gently (avoid jolting or rough handling)

If possible, remove wet clothing and dry victim.
Identify and control cause of the fainting
Place the victm in a recovery position
If the victim does not show effective breathing signs, perform immediately 30 chest compressions followed by 2 breaths 
Respect the depth and rate of compressions (at least 100/minute) and minimize interruptions (no more than 10 seconds).
Administer proper resuscitation maneuvers (on center of chest, over the victim).
Make sure the chest rises during ventilations
If the victim does not show effective breathing signs, administrer immediately 2 breaths followed by 30 chest compressions.
Administer proper resuscitation maneuvers (on centre of chest, over the victim).
Respect the depth and rate of compressions (at least 100/minute) and minimize interruptions (no more than 10 seconds).
Make sure the chest rises during ventilations
If the victim does not show effective breathing signs, perform immediately 30 chest compressions followed by 2 breaths 
If, during ventilation, the chest does not rise, replace the head, head-tilt again and try another breath.
Look in the mouth after 30 chest compressions ans remove the foreign object, if applicable
Respect the depth and rate of compressions (at least 100/minute) and minimize interruptions (no more than 10 seconds).
Administer proper resuscitation maneuvers (on centre of chest, over the victim).
Ask the victim if he or she can talk or cough and get permission to help

When victim becomes unconscious, lay the victim on the ground gently to be sure the victim and the rescuer doesn't hurt him/herself.
Administer 30 chest compressions.
Look in the mouth after 30 chest compressions ans remove the foreign object, if applicable
Try 2 breaths.
If, during ventilation, the chest does not rise, replace the head, head-tilt again and try another breath.
Respect the depth and rate of compressions (at least 100/minute) and minimize interruptions (no more than 10 seconds).
Administer proper resuscitation maneuvers (on centre of chest, over the victim).

Administer proper airway obstruction procedure (abdominal thrusts or chest thrusts), which means behind the victim, fist slightly above the navel 
or in the center of the sternum.Severe airways 

obstructionM
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r
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Start maneuvers when rescuer is in a stable position and the victim comes into severe obstruction. For a baby, perform 5 back blows following 
by 5 chest compressions

Conscious to 
unconscious severe 
airways obstruction 

(no risk of drowning) 

Warm the victim's body by wrapping victim in warm blanket, applying heat packs to head, neck and trunk or getting into the huddle position.Severe hypothermia

Spinal injury
(out of water)

Major bleeding

Unconscious severe 
airways obstruction 

(no risk of drowning)

Pinch nose firmly with thumb and forefinger just above the nostrils, where the nasal bone and cartilage meet, for at least 20 minutes
Nose bleeding
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Fainting
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Unconscious - CPR 
(no risk of drowning)M
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Unconscious - CPR 
(drowning)
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Assist the victim to a comfortable position, lealing forward slightly
Check for the "5 rights"  (Right medecine, right amount, right person, right time and usign the right method)
Help the victim take his or her medication
Loosen tight-fitting clothing around the neck or chest
Remove contaminated clothing.
Brush off dry chemicals before flushing with water.
Flush the area with clean, cool water (not ice-cold water) for at least 15 minutes.
Use large volumes of water to flush there burns. Start washing the chemical off the skin as soon as possible.
Flush the burned area with cool, clean water until the heat dissipates
Cover the affected area with a sterile, dry dressing.
Advise victim to see a doctor for medical follow-up.
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
Remove the victim from the cold environment
Reheat the affected area with body heat.
Apply a loose, dry dressing.
Advise victim to seek medical assistance.
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
Ask tutor permission to help the baby

Administer proper airway obstruction procedure (chest compressions, 2 fingers below the mammary axis)
Safe and proper position of the baby during back blows (Face down)
Repeat 5 back blows and 5 chest compressions until the obstruction is relieved.
Advise tutor to seek a medical assistance (explanation of possible complications from obstruction or maneuvers).
Assist the victim to a comfortable position (semi-sitting or a recovery position if there are airway management problems
Maintain an open airway
Check for the "5 rights"  (Right medecine, right amount, right person, right time and usign the right method)
Help the victim with their medicine. If he or she can't use it by herself/himself, do it for him/her.
Hold the auto-injector for 10 seconds.
Mass the area where the injection was made to disperse the drug
Ask the victim to not move the injured part.
Immobilize it as you found it.
Place a clean bandage over the exposed bone and wound.
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
Loosen tight-fitting clothing around the neck or chest
Check for the "5 rights"  (Right medecine, right amount, right person, right time and usign the right method)
Check if the victim uses medication for erection problems in the last 48 hours.
Aider la victime à prendre ses médicaments (nitroglycérine, 1 dose aux 3 à 5 minutes, max 3 doses).

Recommend the victim chew 2 children's ASA tablets or 1 adult tablet.
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Severe airway 
obstruction (baby)

Angina and heart 
attackM
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r
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*

Chemical burns
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*

Start maneuvers when the victim comes into severe obstruction, performing 5 back blows following by 5 chest compressions and check in the 
mouth if you can see the object.
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Stroke
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Open fracture

Anaphylactic shock
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Heat burns 
(1st and 2nd degree)

Frostbite

Confirm the victim is not allergic to ASA, does not have asthma, hasn't been told by a doctor not to take ASA, has no gastrointestinal bleeding 
or a recent head injury

The following cases are addressed to Juniors 12-13 yo, 14-15 yo and Seniors lifeguards competitors

Asthma
M
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Look for any obstructions in the mouth and check if the tongue is bleeding
Keep blood and saliva drained away from the throat by tilting the head forward or placing the victim in the recovery position
If broken teeth is found, it can be salvaged, brushed clean and placed in a container with milk.
Advise victim to see a dentist with the broken teeth for medical follow-up.
Suggest victim use test kit.
Help victim self-administer sugar, if needed
Advise victim to seek medical attention
Check for the "5 rights"  (Right medecine, right amount, right person, right time and usign the right method)
Help victim self-administer prescribed medication, if needed
Ask the victim what was taken, when and how much.
Wipe poison residue from the victim's face and mouth.
Put the poison and its container in a clear plastic bag and note the name of the poison.
Move to a cool spot out of the hot environment.
Donner de l'eau fraîche à boire si la victime est alerte et qu'elle n'a pas de nausées.
Cool the victim gradually, remove as much clothing possible and bath him or her with cool water, if he or she is alert.
Advise victim to eat well or consume "sport" drinks to restore depleted body salt.
Identify what type of animal bit the victim and check if the animal show signs of rabies
Advise victim to seek medical attention if the skin is broken.
Wash the wound with an antiseptic soap.
Apply a dressing and a bandage.
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
Encourage the victim to keep his or her eyes still, i.e., look around with the head, not the eyes.
Keep the victim from rubbing the eye(s)
If a foreign object is floating in the eye, try flushing the eye with clean, skin temperature water.
Bandage the affected eye, if necessary
Advise victim to seek medical attention
Control bleeding by direct pressure
Wrap severed parts in moist sterile gauze, place in a sealed waterproof container and put the container on ice or ice water.
Be sure the part is transported with the victim.
Record time and date of the amputation
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
Control bleeding by direct pressure
Reposition part to its normal position
Cover area with moist sterile gauze
Immobilize injured part
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
Help the victim into the most comfortable position.
Protect and support the injured area.
Cover the protrusion with a sterile dressing that has been moistened with very clean water to keep the protrusion from drying.
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
Approach the victim carefully to minimize water movement.
Immobilize the head and neck when recovering and keep the head and spine in a straight line.
Efficient pincer grip during transition
Install the straps in the right way and maintain stability during manoeuvers.
Flush the eye(s) with skin temperature running water for at least 30 minutes.
Rinse from the inside to the ouside of the eye, including under the lids.
Encourage the victim to blink constantly while flushing to get under the lid - do NOT lift the eyelid.
Turn OFF safely the current before touching the victim or the electrical source.
Look for wounds where electricity entered and exited the body.
Cover the wounds with a dry dressing
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
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The following cases are addressed to Seniors lifeguards competitors only

Diabetes
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Aquatic spinal injury

Dental and/or mouth 
injury

Floating foreing 
object in eye 
(dust, insect)
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Poisoning
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Heat exhaustion
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Animal bites
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Complete amputation
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Partial amputation
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Abdominal injury with 
protruding organs
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Chemicals in the eyes 
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Electrical burns



Flush the burned area with cool, clean water.
Cover the affected area with a sterile, dry dressing.
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
Immobilize head and spine and ask the victim do don't move
Check for painful areas, loss of feeling, tingling, as well as response to sound, touch and other stimuli.

Protect the airway from nose, mouth or ears bleeding and make breathing easier
Return the victim immediately and remove when the seizures stop (if in water).
Maintain the head of the victim out of the water.
Clear objects from the surrounding area to prevent the victim from striking them and getting injured
Record number and duration of seizures
Appliquer un bandage avec rembourrage si l'objet dépasse beaucoup de l'œil.
Bandage both eyes to avoid unwanted movement
Encourage the victim to keep his or her eyes still, i.e., look around with the head, not the eyes.
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
Move to a cool spot out of the hot environment.
Remove outer layer of the victim's clothing
Wrap the victim in wet sheets, sponge with or immerse in shallow cool water. 
Apply ice packs or cold compresses to head, armpits, groin and along the sides of the chest.
Imobilize in position found and hold hips and support.
Ask the victim to not move legs.
Ice the injured part.
Check distal circulation and sensation in the legs.
If the victim is in the water, immobilize on a spineboard for removal.
Protect and support the injured area.
Help the victim into the most comfortable position, promoting good breathing.
Cover the eyeball with a moist dressing. Do not attempt to pit it back in.
Hold it in place with tape, more dressings, a cup or a ring pad bandage.
Immobilize the victim head - face up.
Reassure to keep the victim calm.
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
Apply gauze and a seal over the wound and leave down side of the seal open
Check the efficiency of the breahting after the wound has been sealed.
Assist the victim into a comfortable position, semi-sitting or lying on the injured side.
Quality and efficiency of the bandage (see appendix)
Position adequately electrodes on victim.
Ask people to move away to be sure no one touches the victim
Turn the AED power switch "ON" to get an analysis
Push the shock button if shock is advised
If the victim does not show effective breathing signs, administrer immediately 30 chest compressions followed by 2 breaths.
Respect the depth and rate of compressions (at least 100/minute) and minimize interruptions (no more than 10 seconds).
Administer proper resuscitation maneuvers (on centre of chest, over the victim).
Make sure the chest rises during ventilations
If the victim does not show effective breathing signs, administrer immediately 30 chest compressions followed by 2 breaths.
Stop CPR when you get AED and position adequately electrodes on victim.
Ask people to move away to be sure no one touches the victim
Turn the AED power switch "ON" to get an analysis
Push the shock button if shock is advised
If the victim does not show effective breathing signs, administrer immediately 2 breaths followed by 30 chest compressions.
Respect the depth and rate of compressions (at least 100/minute) and minimize interruptions (no more than 10 seconds).
Administer proper resuscitation maneuvers (on centre of chest, over the victim).
Make sure the chest rises during ventilations
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Unconscious - CPR 
with AED comming 

late
 (no risk of drowning)
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Unconscious - CPR 
with AED 

 (no risk of drowning)

Extruded eyeball

Broken ribs
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Object embedded in 
eyeballM
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Head injury

Heat burns
(3rd degree)M
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Apply a dressing on the scalp wound, if necessary (sterile gauzes on bleeding flow from nose, mouth or ears) and do not apply direct pressure if 
a skull fracture is suspected
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r Seizures and/or 

Epilepsy
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r Broken / dislocated 

hip
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Pneumothorax
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Heatstroke



Asthma

If the burned area is bigger than the palm of your hand.
If the neck or face is affected

If the burned area is bigger than the palm of your hand.
If the neck or face is affected

Chemical burns
if the victim is young or a baby

If the crisis is not controlled after the first dose

When a minor victim becomes a major victims (Only minors with *)

For every victims
If the victim is not fully responsive and conscious.
If vitals are deteriorating

1st and 2nd degree 
Burns if the victim is young or a baby

Specifications about treatments

Quality and efficiency of the bandage* (to get all your points)

Distal sensation check before and after application of the bandage.

Frostbites

Bandage needs to be comfortable for the victim.

Burns
If the hands or the foot are burned, séparate fingers and toes with dressing.
Avoid contact with two burned areas.

For every victims
Circulation check (Distal pulse and capillary refill) before and after application of the bandage

Choose an appropriate size of splint.

Fracture
Immobilize the articulation before and after the injury.
Pad the hollow spots.
Choose an appropriate size of splint.

Rescuer need to be sure the dressing is loosen.

Open fracture
Immobilize the articulation before and after the injury.
Pad the hollow spots.



Tie the bandage at the back of the head, not over the eye.

Minor bleeding

Embedded object

Animal bites

Tie the bandage at the back of the head, not over the eye.

Partial ampulation

Complete amputation

Extruded eyeball
The dressing should not apply pressure to the eye.

Make sure the object is stabilize by the bandage.

The bandage should be done in the sense of the venous circulation, starting with the ends and 
progressing to heart.

Object embedded in 
eyeball

The dressing should not apply pressure to the eye.

The bandage should be done in the sense of the venous circulation, starting with the ends and 
progressing to heart.

The bandage should be done in the sense of the venous circulation, starting with the ends and 
progressing to heart.

The bandage should be done in the sense of the venous circulation, starting with the ends and 
progressing to heart.

Major bleeding

Pneumothorax

The bandage should be done in the sense of the venous circulation, starting with the ends and 
progressing to heart.

The size of the valve must be appropriate to the size of the wound

Electric burns
Avoid contact with two burned areas.

Abdominal injury with 
protruding organs

Do not try to put the organs back in the abdomen.
Do not apply any pressure on the organs.

If the hands or the foot are burned, séparate fingers and toes with dressing.



 situation # : Type of victim :

Start time : End time : Date :

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

Check for and management of hazards

FIRST AID EVENT
MAJOR SCORE SHEET

PRIMARY ASSESSMENT

Determine mechanism of injury and reformulates details of the incident

Determine Level of Consciousness

Ambulance or transportation for a medical monitoring

Assess for airways

Assessment of breathing

Total points per column : 

Speed of recognition and response

Appropriate approach and contact with victim

Gross hemorrhage / body sweep

Ask for medical past (allergies, medical past, médical bracelet, last meal)

Determine and assessment of the principal and other injuries

Assess for spinal injury

If the victim is unconscious, request an AED

Assessment of circulation

NOTE: THIS IS NOT A LIFESAVING SOCIETY OFFICIAL DOCUMENT. 
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COMPETITIONS

/ 28

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

X 3 X 3 X 3

/ 78

Maintain temperature of the body. If the victim is cold, warm it and vice versa

Use of oxygen

Total points per column : 

Total points for primary assessment : 

TREATMENTS

Total points per column : 

Performs priority treatment (primary treatment)

Vitals and injuries monitored throughout

Position of greatest comfort and rest of the victim

MULTIPLYING FACTOR : 

Appropriate response to changes in condition

Total points for treatments : 



0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

/ 16

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

/ 20

Confidence/calmness in dealing with victim (non-verbal)

Total points per column : 

Total points for victim management and communication : 

Checking the head and neck

Total points per column : 

Total points for secondary assessment : 

Checking the abodmen (hardness, discoloration, pain) and chest

Checking the hips

Checking the arms and hands

Effective use of protective equipment

Treatment performed in a logical manner

Appropriate or minimal movement of victim

Education and prevention of further injury

Treatment at earliest possible moment

Necessary information about the incident was obtained from victim and witnesses

Interaction with other guards and witnesses was appropriate and effective

Checking the legs and feet

Determine the skin color, temperature and texture

Checking the shoulders and back

SECONDARY ASSESSMENT

Communication performed with confidence, calmness and reassurance (verbal)

VICTIM MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION
Introducing themselves (lifeguard and victim)

Quality and appropriateness of body check (attention to detail)

/ 20

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

/ 4

/ 28

/ 78

/ 16

/ 20

/ 4

/ 146

10% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any unsafe behaviour for the guard.

20% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any fault that can worsen the condition of the victim.

Compilator SIGNATURE  :

Captain / coach SIGNATURE:

Judge SIGNATURE:

Total points per column : 

Total points for victim management and communication : 

VERBAL REPORT

Verbal repport : 

Points for treatments : 

2- Explain cause of injury?

Points for primary assessment :

3- What's the name of the victim?

4- When and where the incident happened?

Total : 

Penalty : 

Points for secondary assessment : 

Points for victim management and communication : 

Total points for verbal report :

1- Determine condition of victim?



 situation # : Type of victim :

Start time : End time : Date :

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

/ 26

Ambulance or transportation for a medical monitoring

Determine Level of Consciousness

Appropriate approach and contact with victim

Assessment of breathing

Assess for airways

Check for and management of hazards

Gross hemorrhage / body sweep

Assessment of circulation

Ask for medical past (allergies, medical past, médical bracelet, last meal)

Total points for primary assessment : 

Determine and assessment of the principal and other injuries

Total points per column : 

Speed of recognition and response

Assess for spinal injury

Determine mechanism of injury and reformulates details of the incident

FIRST AID EVENT
MINOR SCORE SHEET

EXAMEN PRIMAIRE

NOTE: THIS IS NOT A LIFESAVING SOCIETY OFFICIAL DOC UMENT. 
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/ 26

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

X 2 X 2 X 2

/ 56

Total points per column : 

Maintain temperature of the body. If the victim is cold, warm it and vice versa

Use of oxygen

Position of greatest comfort and rest of the victim

Vitals and injuries monitored throughout

Total points for treatments : 

Appropriate response to changes in condition

MULTIPLYING FACTOR : 

Performs priority treatment (primary treatment)

Total points for primary assessment : 

TREATMENTS

VICTIM MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION



0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

/ 14

/ 26

/ 56

/ 14

/ 96

10% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any unsafe behaviour for the guard.

20% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any fault that can worsen the condition of the victim.

Compilator SIGNATURE  :

Captain / coach SIGNATURE:

Points for treatments : 

Total : 

Penalty : 

Points for victim management and communication : 

Communication and dealing with victim performed with confidence, calmness and 
reassurance

Total points for victim management and communication : 

Education and prevention of further injury

Total points per column : 

Points for primary assessment :

Appropriate or minimal movement of victim

Effective use of protective equipment

Interaction with other guards and witnesses was appropriate and effective

Necessary information about the incident was obtained from victim and witnesses

Introducing themselves (lifeguard and victim)

Judge SIGNATURE:

FIRST AID EVENT

NOTE: THIS IS NOT A LIFESAVING SOCIETY OFFICIAL DOC UMENT. 
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OVERALL SCORE SHEET

FIRST AID EVENT



Date :

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

X 5 X 5 X 5

/ 110

10% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any unsafe behaviour for the guard.

Gathering information, effective and appropriate crowd control

Appropriate management of victims (grouping) and positioning of the rescuers

Appropriate distribution and disposition of equipement

Effective teamwork

Accurate communication with other lifeguards or first responders

Quick identificaion of all victims and distribution of rescuers according to these

Presentation and assessment of the environement (hazards)

OVERALL SCORE SHEET

Total points : 

Demonstrates concern for personal safety

Demonstrates concern for the safety of patrons and victims

Demonstrates concern for the public's perception of actions of first responders

Subtotal : 

MULTIPLYING FACTOR : 

Total points per column : 

Display confidence/calmness as facilities manager

10% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any unsafe behaviour for the guard.

10% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any fault that can worsen the condition of the victim.

Compilator SIGNATURE  :

Captain / coach SIGNATURE:

Judge SIGNATURE:



Date :

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

X 5 X 5 X 5

WATER RESCUE EVENT

Demonstrates concern for the safety of patrons and victims

Demonstrates concern for the public's perception of actions of lifeguards

OVERALL SCORE SHEET

OVERALL SCORE SHEET

Appropriate positionning of lifeguards

Continuous scanning of swimming areas

Speed of recognition

Response time to incident (calculate after recognition)

Immediate/accurate communication with other lifeguards

Effective teamwork

Effective/appropriate crowd control

Demonstrates concern for personal safety

Display confidence/calmness as facilities manager

Total points per column : 

MULTIPLYING FACTOR : 

Subtotal : 

NOTE: THIS IS NOT A LIFESAVING SOCIETY OFFICIAL DOC UMENT. 
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/ 110

10% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any unsafe behaviour for the guard.

10% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any fault that can worsen the condition of the victim.

Compilator SIGNATURE  :

Captain / coach SIGNATURE:

Judge SIGNATURE:

Subtotal : 

Total points : 



 situation # : Type of victim :

Start time : End time : Date :

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

/ 8

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

Gathering informations (active listening with patrons)

Find positive solutions that meet the customer's needs

Display confidence/calmness as facilities manager

Servicing a good relationship with users

Demonstrates concern for the public's perception (Behavior and image of lifeguards)

Total points per column : 

Total points : 

MANAGEMENT SITUATION

WATER RESCUE EVENT
PUBLIC RELATION

RESPONSE TO INCIDENT

Speed of recognition

Response time to incident (calculate after recognition)

Immediate and accurate communication with other lifeguards

NOTE: THIS IS NOT A LIFESAVING SOCIETY OFFICIAL DOC UMENT. 
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0 1 2

X 3 X 3 X 3

/ 24

/ 8

/ 24

/ 32

10% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any unsafe behaviour for the guard.

20% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any fault that can worsen the condition of the victim.

Compilator SIGNATURE  :

Captain / coach SIGNATURE:

Judge SIGNATURE:

Total points per column : 

MULTIPLYING FACTOR : 

Subtotal : 

Servicing a good relationship with users

Total : 

Total points : 

Points for response to incident : 

Points for management situation : 

Penalty : 



 situation # : Type of victim :

Start time : End time : Date :

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

If the victim is unconscious, request an AED

Assess for spinal injury

WATER RESCUE EVENT
MAJOR SCORE SHEET

PRIMARY ASSESSMENT
Speed of recognition and response

Management of hazards and appropriate lifesaving device

Determine mechanism of injury and reformulates details of the incident

Appropriate approach, contact and water entry for the victim

Determine Level of Consciousness

Ambulance or transportation for a medical monitoring

Assess for airways

Assessment of breathing

Assessment of circulation

Gross hemorrhage / body sweep

Ask for medical past (allergies, medical past, médical bracelet, last meal)

Determine and assessment of the principal and other injuries

Response time to incident (calculate after recognition)

Fast and careful management and removal of the victim

NOTE: THIS IS NOT A LIFESAVING SOCIETY OFFICIAL DOC UMENT. 
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0 1 2

/ 32

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

X 3 X 3 X 3

/ 78

Performs priority treatment (primary treatment)

Determine and assessment of the principal and other injuries

Total points per column : 

Total points for primary assessment : 

TREATMENTS

Total points per column : 

MULTIPLYING FACTOR : 

Maintain temperature of the body. If the victim is cold, warm it and vice versa

Use of oxygen

Position of greatest comfort and rest of the victim

Vitals and injuries monitored throughout

Appropriate response to changes in condition

Total points for treatments : 



0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

/ 16

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

/ 20

Total points per column : 

Total points for secondary assessment : 

SECONDARY ASSESSMENT
Determine the skin color, temperature and texture

Checking the head and neck

Checking the shoulders and back

Checking the hips

Checking the abodmen (hardness, discoloration, pain) and chest

Checking the legs and feet

Checking the arms and hands

Quality and appropriateness of body check (attention to detail)

Education and prevention of further injury

Total points per column : 

VICTIM MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION
Introducing themselves (lifeguard and victim)

Communication performed with confidence, calmness and reassurance (verbal)

Confidence/calmness in dealing with victim (non-verbal)

Interaction with other guards and witnesses was appropriate and effective

Necessary information about the incident was obtained from victim and witnesses

Treatment performed in a logical manner

Treatment at earliest possible moment

Appropriate or minimal movement of victim

Effective use of protective equipment

Total points for victim management and communication : 

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

/ 4

/ 32

/ 78

/ 16

/ 20

/ 4

/ 150

10% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any unsafe behaviour for the guard.

20% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any fault that can worsen the condition of the victim.

Compilator SIGNATURE  :

Captain / coach SIGNATURE:

Judge SIGNATURE:

Total points for verbal report :
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Points for secondary assessment : 

Points for victim management and communication : 

VERBAL REPORT
1- Determine condition of victim?

2- Explain cause of injury?

3- What's the name of the victim?

4- When and where the incident happened?

Total points per column : 

Points for primary assessment :

Points for treatments : 

Verbal repport : 

Penalty : 

Total : 

QUEBEC LIFEGUARDING COMPETITIONS



 situation # : Type of victim :

Start time : End time : Date :

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

/ 30

0 1 2

MINOR SCORE SHEET

EXAMEN PRIMAIRE

WATER RESCUE EVENT

Total points per column : 

Total points for primary assessment : 

Performs priority treatment (primary treatment)

Assessment of breathing

Assessment of circulation

Gross hemorrhage / body sweep

Ambulance or transportation for a medical monitoring

Assess for spinal injury

TRAITEMENTS

Assess for airways

Speed of recognition and response

Response time to incident (calculate after recognition)

Management of hazards

Determine mechanism of injury and reformulates details of the incident

Appropriate approach, contact and water entry for the victim

Fast and careful management and removal of the victim

Determine Level of Consciousness

Ask for medical past (allergies, medical past, médical bracelet, last meal)

Determine and assessment of the principal and other injuries

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

X 2 X 2 X 2

/ 56

Appropriate response to changes in condition

Total points per column : 

Performs priority treatment (primary treatment)

Maintain temperature of the body. If the victim is cold, warm it and vice versa

Use of oxygen

Position of greatest comfort and rest of the victim

Vitals and injuries monitored throughout

MULTIPLYING FACTOR : 

Total points for treatments : 



0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

/ 14

/ 30

/ 56

/ 14

/ 100

10% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any unsafe behaviour for the guard.

20% PENALTY  on scoring sheet for any fault that can worsen the condition of the victim.

Compilator SIGNATURE  :

Total : 

Education and prevention of further injury

Total points per column : 

Total points for victim management and communication : 

Points for primary assessment :

Points for treatments : 

Points for victim management and communication : 

Penalty : 

Introducing themselves (lifeguard and victim)

Communication and dealing with victim performed with confidence, calmness and 
reassurance

Interaction with other guards and witnesses was appropriate and effective

Necessary information about the incident was obtained from victim and witnesses

Appropriate or minimal movement of victim

Effective use of protective equipment

VICTIM MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION

Captain / coach SIGNATURE:

Judge SIGNATURE:



Judge: Date :

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

victim victim victim victim

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

: : : :

10 10 10 10

8 8 8 8

Dial 911 or appropriate service

FIRST AID / WATER RESCUE EVENT
PHONE CALL

Request appropriate emergency service

RÉPARTITEUR (JUGE)

ELAPSED TIME BEFORE THE CALL

(calculate from time of incident)

Under 1 minute

1 - 2 minutes

EMS CALLS

What is your emergency ?

Confirm location / adress

Confirm call back phone number

Where will u meet us?

NOTE: THIS IS NOT A LIFESAVING SOCIETY OFFICIAL DOC UMENT. 
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8 8 8 8

6 6 6 6

4 4 4 4

2 2 2 2

0 0 0 0

/ 80

Compilator SIGNATURE  :

Captain / coach SIGNATURE:

Judge SIGNATURE:

Total  (sum of victim scores) : 

4 - 5 minutes

Plus de 5 minutes

Subtotal (on maximum 20 per victim) : 

1 - 2 minutes

2 - 3 minutes

3 - 4 minutes


